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SAVOUR  Secret side of San Francisco
WATCH  Must-see musicals at West End
EXPERIENCE  Steamy jjimjilbang in Korea
TASTE  100-year-old vintage wine Down Under
RIDE  Zipline adventure in Chiang Mai’s rainforest
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Heavenly Hokkaido
Escape to the cool mountains of Japan’s northernmost prefecture

Sugatami Pond on Mount Asahidake, Hokkaido. PHOTOS: ELISABETH LEE

Though most travellers head to Hokkaido in winter to 
ski copious amounts of Siberian powder, the island 
can also be a delightful summer destination as well. 

Thanks to its northerly latitude, Hokkaido avoids the June/
July rains that leave the rest of Japan sweltering in the heat 
and humidity. Summers in Hokkaido mean pleasantly warm 
days for city walks and mountain hikes and refreshingly cool 
evenings that can be whiled away sitting in a hotspring or 

sipping on a cold brew. Here are my top 10 ways to enjoy 
the perfect Hokkaido summer. 

1 Flower power
The arrival of delicate crocuses heralds the end of 
winter in the Hokkaido countryside, but it is summer 

when the flowers really make an impression with a never-
ending parade of cosmos, salvias, poppies, marigolds, 

roses and tulips. Head to Biei for a leisurely cycle around 
the patchwork fields — or simply take a ride on one of the 
JR Twinkle Buses that ply the area and hop off whenever a 
particularly stunning bit of scenery catches your eye. 
www.biei-hokkaido.jp/en/index.html
www.furanotourism.com/english/home.htm

>> Continued on page 6



2 Lavender fieLds forever
If you haven’t had enough of flowers, 
don’t miss the lavender that comes 

into bloom from early June to late July. From 
Biei to Furano, the rolling hills and valleys of 
central Hokkaido are filled with the scent of 
this aromatic herb. But if you’re short of time, 
Farm Tomita is the best place to take it all in. 
This historic farm began operations in 1958 
and now shows off the charms of lavender 
is all its forms — quaint shops nestled amid 
traditional fields and flower gardens sell eve-
rything from lavender-flavoured soft-serve ice 
cream to posh lavender sleep masks.
www.farm-tomita.co.jp/en/index.html

3 run to the hiLLs
Just a 20-minute bus ride from the 
flower-loving hordes in the valley, lies 

the mountains of Daisetzusan National Park. 
Covering a whopping 230,000 hectares, 
Hokkaido’s largest national park encompasses 
16 peaks that are over 2000m high. The mar-
vellously temperate summers mean hiking 
doesn’t have to be the sweaty struggle it 
normally is, and there are plenty of summits 
that, if you’re armed with average fitness and 
a sturdy pair of boots, can be reached on a day 
hike — although if you’ve indulged in one too 
many lavender ice creams, it might be a tad 
bit tougher. www.daisetsuzan.or.jp

4 ride a ropeway
Enjoying the rugged scenery of central 
Hokkaido isn’t just for the cardiovascu-

larly competent. Head to Asahidake Onsen, 
a tiny village tucked into the foothills of Da-
isetzusan, and take a 10-minute ride up the 
Sugatami Ropeway. For 2,800 yen (S$43), 
you can be whisked up in a covered gondola 
to an elevation of 1,600m, and pretty carpets 
of alpine flowers and stunning lake vistas are 
just a short stroll away. 
wakasaresort.com/eng/index.html

5 Curious gorges
On the other side of Daisetzusan lies 
Sounkyo — a tiny onsen town down in 

the middle of a gorge lined with ragged, bru-
tal cliffs. Dozens of waterfalls dot the gorge, 
with Ginga and Ryusei falls (Milky Way and 
Shooting Star falls) the most breathtaking. 
With a brisk breeze coming off the waters 
of the Ishikari River, spending a day on a 
bicycle checking out the waterfalls is one of 
the most refreshing things you can do on a 
sunny summer day. 
www.sounkyo.net/english/index.html

6 hot, hot heat
After a long day of trekking and cycling, 
nothing beats a soak in an onsen (or 

Japanese hotspring) to rest your bunioned 
feet. Hokkaido is home to some of the most 
gorgeous rotenburo (outdoor hotspring) 
— my favourite was the public waters of 
Fukiage Onsen up on the slopes of Mount 
Tokachidake. Steaming hot and stunningly 
clear, its rocky pools are hotspring heaven for 
weary hikers. Be warned, Japanese etiquette 
means taking off everything (yes, everything) 
before getting in, so if you’re an onsen vir-
gin, consider checking out one of the large 
onsen spas with separate facilities for men 
and women instead.

7 sweeter than sugar
The rolling scenery of central Hokkaido 
does a lot more than just look good 

— it produces some out-of-this-world pro-
duce too. From the famed Yubari melons to 
other lesser-known but no less delicious crops 
such as peaches, strawberries and cherries, 
there’s something to tempt you at every meal. 
Must-tries include sweetcorn butter ramen — 
Hokkaido is famous for its miso-based ramen, 
and in summer, this comes topped with local 
sweetcorn swimming in butter. Oishii!

8 Kegani oK
Another sweet and succulent dish you 
can’t miss is kegani (Hokkaido horsehair 

crab). While slightly more petite than your 
average Sri Lankan pincher, kegani makes 
up for its lack of size with a surprising depth 
of flavour. This delicacy is best enjoyed cold, 
with a squeeze of lemon to bring out the 
delicate sweetness of its firm flesh. Some 
crab aficionados swear that kegani brain is the 
best part, though I was happy enough scarfing 
the meaty legs. 

9 parKLife
Of course, nothing goes better with 
fresh seafood than a freshly-pulled 

draft. In summer, Odori Park in downtown 
Sapporo comes alive with the Sapporo Sum-
mer Festival — and the top highlight is the 
acres of beer gardens that line the parks. With 
Munich as its sister city, it is hardly a surprise 
that Sapporo is home to some delicious draft 
beers. From Suntory to Sapporo — all of Japa-
nese top breweries (plus a few niche ones) 
are represented. Hop from garden to garden 
sampling limited-edition brews or settle down 
(with or without your friends) with a 10-litre 
keg of your favourite!
www.welcome.city.sapporo.jp

10 for saKe’s saKe
If beer isn’t your thing, fret not. 
Sapporo is home to the famous 

Nikka Whisky distillery as well. But venture 
slightly further afield though, and check out 
the numerous sake breweries in Asahikawa, 
a 1-hour train ride north and a great stop along 
the way to the hills and thrills of Daisetzusan 
and Furano. Taisetsu no Kura Sake Brewery 
was my favourite — tucked in the back was 
a fantastic restaurant, and the bakery up front 
serves a sake strawberry shortcake to die for. 
www.taisetsunokura.jp/taisetsu/top.html
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 TRIP NOTES
DON’T WORRY, BE HAPPY
Wait a second, but what about the radioactive beef, you might be asking. Rest assured, a trip to  
Hokkaido is still as safe as ever. Most of Hokkaido is more than 600km away from Fukushima and the 
local government is monitoring the radiation in seawater, seafood, soil, tap water and the environ-
ment.  More information can be found at www.pref.hokkaido.lg.jp/foreign/English.htm.

>> Continued from page 4 FROM LEFT: A traditional 
lavender field at Farm Tomita; 
a pint of fine Sapporo Classic 
in Odori Park; and Hokkiado’s 
justifiably famous kegani crab.
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